ACROSS
1 Post-Pesach period
5 Serpentine form
9 Dull or apathetic
15 Lloyd’s vehicle?
16 Certain singer
17 Car at head of a cortege
18 Start of an apt Biblical quote
21 Author Talese
22 Author Amy
23 Nike rival
24 “And ___ Was” (Talking Heads song)
26 Round hairstyle
30 “ ___ Lumberjack”
32 Alternative to TP, on Oct. 31?
33 Part 2 of the quote
37 Put ___ on it
38 Last word of Bloch’s Sacred Service
39 Doctors without Borders, e.g.
40 Schoenberg’s ___ und Aron
42 Mahler’s Das Lied von der ___
44 Lieu
48 “ ___ Que Llorax”
50 Certain singer
52 See 6 Down
53 Part 3 of the quote
58 Santa ___ winds
59 “ ___ Got Rhythm”
60 Bygone gas station name
61 Second word of Mendelssohn’s Elijah
62 Sounds of sots
64 Moray, for one
66 Letters on Gal Fridman’s sail
68 End of the quote
75 ___ line (behave)
76 Close to
77 Fencing equipment
78 Like a parquet floor

DOWN
1 U.N. Secretary General Annan
80 Thank goodness that’s over!
13 Repent, for the end ___!
14 Prepared for a ballet step
15 Part of 1 Across
17 Uttered
20 Fraudulent
24 Angel’s uniform?
25 Angelico’s honorific
28 “The ___ of the Ancient Mariner”
29 Exceed one’s limits
31 Director Lee and namesakes
32 Skillful
35 Escarole
36 Assertion in a schoolyard argument
39 Opportunities for 50-Across
40 Belonging to the first lady?
41 Subject of a Passover prayer
42 Like some tzitzit
43 Seen with awe
44 Not divisi
45 She weeps for her children
46 Action
47 Dire start
49 A ___ of (many)
50 Hawaiian yellowfin tuna
51 Role in “The Matrix”
52 Boor
53 Not pizz.